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Chapter 1 : 31 Days of Holiday Wreaths | Martha Stewart
Come Christmas, let your house be filled with magic and cheer. Show off your festive spirit to your neighbors and dinner
guests with one of these easy-to-make (or easy-to-buy!) winter wreaths.

The wreath frame can be as small or as large as you like, and there are several options for the type of frame to
use. Frame options are metal frames, foam frames, grapevine frames, willow frames, or fake pine bough
frames from the Dollar Store. If the frame is ugly, not to worry. It can be covered or painted to match the color
of the ornaments chosen. Getting tinsel garland or ribbon to wrap the wreath is optional, but using either of
these materials will help to hide an ugly wreath frame by wrapping the frame. Spray painting with a
coordinating color is another option. Select your ornament balls in a variety of coordinating colors and sizes
from tiny to large Selecting both shiny and matted ornaments will add to the dimension and interest of the
wreath. To make a wreath like the one pictured you would also need to get glittered snowflakes and about a
dozen optional shaped ornaments. Now that you have all of your supplies assembled, it is time to begin the
base of the wreath. Spread out the newspaper to protect your work surface from dripping hot glue. A piece of
aluminum foil under the glue gun is also a good idea. I have found it easiest to add a wire to the wreath form
prior to gluing on the ornaments if this is how you plan to hang the wreath. When waiting until the end, if
using glass ornaments, the balls will often break when trying to tie on a hanger. Remove all of the metal
ornament caps. Select the large ornaments you want to use for your wreath base. One you are happy with your
selection begin gluing each ball onto the wreath. If using a foam wreath, put glue all around the ornament
spout and stick it into the foam. Hold the ball until you are sure it is not going to fall off when you let go. Do
this all around the outside perimeter of the wreath. On any other type of form, be sure you have the form lying
on the newspaper with the back facing up to you. Glue each ornament with the spout facing out and down
towards the inside of the wreath. Next, follow the above step the same way on the inside of the wreath. Now
that the outside and inside of the wreath are finished, carefully flip the wreath over so that you are now
looking at the front view. Glue the ornaments on randomly, beginning with the largest size, to fill in the first
layer on the front. Once the front bottom layer is glued on use the medium and smaller sizes to randomly fill in
the gaps. When building a wreath, the larger ornaments will be the base and the smaller sizes will be used at
the end to fill in the gaps. Make it as large as you like while retaining the circular shape. Again, if there are
any gaps fill them with a smaller sized ornaments. Adding silver Mardi Gras beads, garland, or silver jingle
bells are options that will really add to the festive look of your Christmas wreath. If using bead strands, now is
the time to weave the beads around the ornaments and glue them down. This can also help to fill small gaps
around the larger ornaments. The last step is to add the ribbon bow. Now proudly hang your fabulous creation!
Have a look at the gorgeous ornament wreaths examples I have selected to show you located in the photo
gallery below. Each pack comes with an excellent assortment of designs, colors, and shapes that are all
coordinated to go together on a wreath or a Christmas tree. Make a Wreath Using an Old Form Wrapped with
Coordinating Ribbon Make a Wreath Using an Old Form Wrapped with Coordinating Ribbon The reason I
chose this video is because it shows you that any form can be used as long as it is wrapped in a ribbon or
fabric strips in the same color as the theme color you have chosen for your wreath. She also explains mistakes
she made which will help to prevent everyone from making the same mistakes. How to Christmas Holiday
Foam Based Christmas Ball Wreath How to Christmas Holiday Wreath I like the closeup she shows on how
thick the glue must be on the first layer, the base layer, of ornaments and how she fills in the wreath once the
base has dried. She also uses a felt backing on her wreath to help protect her door while giving a more finished
look.
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Chapter 2 : 75 Awesome Christmas Wreaths Ideas For All Types Of DÃ©cor - DigsDigs
There's nothing like a festive Christmas wreath on your front door to celebrate the holiday calendrierdelascience.comr
you're partial to glam gold tones or lush, leafy designs, wreaths are an easy way to add holiday cheer to your entrance
with little effort.

Gold sheet, Etruscan artwork, â€” BC. From a tomb near Tarquinia. Wreaths were a design used in ancient
times in southern Europe. The most well-known are pieces of Etruscan civilization jewelry, made of gold or
other precious metals. Symbols from Greek myths often appear in the designs, embossed in precious metal at
the ends of the wreath. Ancient Roman writers referred to Etruscan corona sutilis, which were wreaths with
their leaves sewn onto a background. The plants shown making the wreaths in Etruscan jewelry include ivy,
oak, olive leaves, myrtle, laurel, wheat and vines. Wreaths were worn as crowns by Etruscan rulers. The
Etruscan symbolism continued to be used in Ancient Greece and Rome. Roman magistrates also used several
other prominent Etruscan symbols in addition to a golden wreath crown: Olive wreath and Laurel wreath A
replica bust of Apollo wearing a laurel wreath. The wreath that was commonly used was the laurel wreath.
When he pursued her she fled and asked the river god Peneus to help her. Peneus turned her into a laurel tree.
From that day, Apollo wore a wreath of laurel on his head. Laurel wreaths became associated with what
Apollo embodied; victory, achievement and status and would later become one of the most commonly used
symbols to address achievement throughout Greece and Rome. Laurel wreaths were used to crown victorious
athletes at the original Olympic Games [5] and are still worn in Italy by university students who just
graduated. For example, oak leaves symbolized wisdom, and were associated with Zeus , who according to
Greek mythology made his decisions while resting in an oak grove. The Twelve Tables , dating to BC, refer to
funeral wreaths as a long-standing tradition. A five-candle Advent wreath in the chancel of a Christian church
top and a Christmas wreath adorning an American home, with the door chalked for Epiphanytide and the
wreath hanger bearing a placard of the Angel Gabriel bottom Harvest wreaths, a common household
decoration today, are a custom with ancient roots in Europe. The creation of harvest wreaths in Europe can be
traced back to ancient times, and is associated with animistic spiritual beliefs. In Ancient Greece, the harvest
wreath was a sacred amulet, using wheat or other harvested plants, woven together with red and white wool
thread. The harvest wreath would be hung by the door year-round. A harvest wreath was carried to Pyanopsia
and Thargelia by young boys, who would sing during the journey. The laurel or olive wreath would be hung at
the door, and then offerings were made to Helios and the Hours. It was hoped that this ritual would bring
protection against crop failure and plagues. Wreaths are made of different shapes and sizes, using harvested
grain plants, fruit and nuts. The wreath is then brought to a church for a blessing by a priest. The tradition
includes a procession to the family home from the church, with a girl or young woman leading the procession
and carrying the wreath. The procession is followed with a celebration and feast. Advent and Christmas
wreaths[ edit ] In Christianity, wreaths are used to observe the Advent season, in preparation for Christmastide
and Epiphanytide , as well as to celebrate the latter two liturgical seasons. For every Sunday of Advent,
starting with the fourth Sunday before Christmas, he would put a white candle in the wreath and for every day
in between he would use a red candle. While Advent wreaths are erected on stands or placed on tables,
Christmas wreaths are often hung on doors or walls. Evergreen wreaths were laid at the burial place of early
Christian virgin martyrs in Europe, the evergreen representing the victory of the eternal spirit over death. A
young woman of the same age as the one being mourned would lead the funeral procession, carrying a wreath
of white flowers to represent the purity of the deceased, and "that eternal crown of glory reserved for her in
heaven". Flowers represented life and resurrection. Specific flowers were used in funeral wreaths to represent
particular sentiments. Cypress and willow were used for crafting wreath frames, and were associated with
mourning by the Victorians. Wreaths may also be laid in memory of persons lost at sea, either from an
accident or due to navy action. In a memorial service at sea, the wreath is lowered to the water and set adrift.
Wreaths worn as crowns[ edit ] See also: Wreath attire A wreath may be used as a headdress made from
leaves, flowers and branches. It is typically worn in festive occasions and on holy days. Wreaths originally
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were made for use with pagan rituals in Europe, and were associated with the changing seasons and fertility.
Christianity accepted the symbolism of the wreath based upon its Roman association with honour and moral
virtue. The observance of May Day in England includes Maypole festivities, culminating in a race by young
unmarried men to climb to the top of the Maypole to capture the May Day wreath perched at the top of the
pole. The winner of this contest would wear the wreath as his crown, and would be recognized as the May Day
King for the rest of the holiday. Plants traditionally used to make Midsummer wreaths and garlands include
white lilies, green birch , fennel , St. The flowers used in making the Midsummer wreath had to be picked
early in the morning before the dew had dried; the belief was that once the dew dried, the magical properties
of the plants evaporated with the dew. Wreath symbolism in England[ edit ] By the Renaissance period,
wreaths became symbols of political and religious alliances in England. Protestant reformers such as the
Puritans saw wreaths and the holidays they were associated with, such as May Day, as being pagan corrupting
influences that destroyed healthy Christian morality. Soldiers confiscated wreaths in Oxford on May Day of
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Chapter 3 : How to Create a Christmas Wreath: 12 Steps (with Pictures)
Deck your door this December with one of these festive DIY Christmas calendrierdelascience.com holiday home decor
will look especially merry and bright, whether you opt for a glittery, colorful, or natural floral display.

Snowy pinecones glued together is a great base for a DIY wreath. Just add some red pops of color, like these
faux cardinals, to make a great Xmas wreath. Bay leaves is a perfect material for mini homemade wreath that
smells great. A bow is a great addition to any Chrismas wreath. There are plenty of videos on youtube
showing how to tie a perfect bow for such wreath. Buy several grapevine wreaths in different sizes. Spray
paint them in white. Hang them together, add a hat and a scarf and you got yourself cool snowman wreath for
a front door. Mixing burlap with evergreen pine, cranberries and plaid ribbon is a great idea for a DIY rustic,
natural-looking Christmas wreath. Those of you who love framed art might want to buy or draw a watercolor
wreath, buy an IKEA photo frame and get yourself a quite creative Chrismtas piece of decor. Any wreath
could be hanged on a rocking chair on your front porch instead of a front door or windows. This lovely wreath
is quite cheap to make and candy cane shaped hearts looks awesome! Light string Christmas wreath is a great
idea to make your front door even more welcoming. Who said a wreath should be small? This Christmas
wreath is perfect for some restaurant or for a patio. You can hang a wreath like a chandelier. This white
Christmas wreath is perfect for those who love Scandinavian decor style. Single colored flower or greenery
looks amazing tied onto twigs and hung with a wire. White wreath looks amazing on a white front door.
Framed eucalyptus wreath would always looks stylish and smells great. Small jingle bell wreath would look
pretty on any doorknob. A monogrammed door wreath is a great way to add a personal touch to your decor.
For some classy Christmas decor choose a simple bulb wreath. DIY scrap wood snowflake could become a
gorgeous outdoor wreath if you shape it like a circle. Two simple grapevine wreath could become a stylish
snowman welcoming your guests. A vIntage picture frame painted in glossy red with a bow and a bunch of
ball ornaments hanging in it would become a perfect Christmas wreath. A silver reindeer is a great addition to
any holiday wreath. Baking is a favorite holiday activity for many people so why not to show that to your
guests right away? Adding snowballs to ribbon wreath is a great way to add winter touch to its decor. Spin
some green yarn and red ball ornaments into a wreath to add a festive, cozy touch to your front door. Brighten
your walls with a wreath made of ribbon. Cover small cardboard boxes with wrapping paper and attach to a
flat wooden wreath form using a hot glue gun. A ribbon bow would also be an awesome addition to such
wreath. Who could thought you could make a wreath from popcorn? It definitely would impress your guests
during holidays. Gingerbread men could invite your guests with their happy faces for the whole winter. Who
said one wreath is enough? Hang several similar wreaths on one door to make it looks special. Use hot-glue to
adhere pinecones to a grapevine wreath. Apply a light coat of white spray-paint to create a frosted finish.
Pinecones is a great material you could use to make a rustic christmas wreath. Add some fake snow to make
the wreath to suit winter better. Fill your home with the sweet smell of rosemary. Although the result would be
much more cool and unique. Pops of red looks great not only on windows but on the staircase too. To decorate
an evergreen wreath in a stylish way hang ornaments as if on a tree, grouping by color. Clean off old cookie
cutters for a charming decoration you can hang on any wall you want. Do you have a home bar or a glassware
cabinet? Upcycle old corks to make a cute, little wreath to hang on the cabinet. Colorful ball ornaments are a
perfect material to make fun wreath, perfect for a playroom. Complement evergreen boughs with a dose of
fresh green apples. They will provide the festive spark we all crave for. Snowy wreaths are perfect Christmas
window decorations. Cut the hook off of a wire clothes hanger and use pliers to shape remaining wire into a
circular base for the wreath. Thread ornament onto the craft wire, and wind wire around base once to secure it.
Small wreaths are perfect splashes of color to your shelves and bookcases. Pine and fir twigs are great but you
can make from other evergreens too. Ivy, eucalyptus and moss looks great mixed together. Gather and dry
some late blooms to bring some beauty indoors during holidays. A traditional wreath made from the mix of
red and white berries could spruce up your decor for the whole winter. Evergreen branches look especially
beautiful with pinecones and red berries on them. For all of those foodies out there - make a wreath of dried
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herbs! It not only would look great but its smell would be amazing too. To make a wreath looks rustic find a
vintage frame and hang the wreath inside of it. Evergreen wreaths are stunning in their simplicity. To make
this door adornment, wrap Styrofoam balls and a Styrofoam wreath form with colored yarn. Glue everyting
together with a hot glue gun. A wreath for indoors use only. Make a bunch of paper stars from colroful
scrapbook paper and glue them together. Use ribbon to hang it on a chair or anywhere you want. Even simple
wooden balls could be glued together to become your next Christmas reef.
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Chapter 4 : All Wreaths - Fresh Christmas Wreaths, Centerpieces & Holiday Garland | Lynch Creek Farm
Making a stunning Christmas wreath is simple, just gather the right supplies, seasonal embellishments, and a large dose
of holiday spirit. Once you've completed your wreath, make some tasty cookie wreaths from our downloadable holiday
cookie guide!

Kitty has extensively studied the history, traditions, and celebration of ancient and modern holidays. The
Christmas wreath has a deep ancient story. Source History of the Christmas Wreath: Christmas wreaths are
one of the most beloved Christmas decorations adorning front doors of homes and mantles today. But where
did the idea for the Christmas wreath originate? What is the history of the Christmas wreath and why do we
find them to be such an integral part of our Christmas decorating on an annual basis? If we look back to the
ancient Celts of Europe, Christmas was celebrated in those times as something known as the Winter Solstice.
It is here that we can begin to trace the history of the Christmas wreath. Christmas to the Celts had other
names such as Yule and the like; however, the main reasons for celebration was to celebrate the return of the
sun or the birth of the god. One of the many decorations that the ancient Celts used in their Winter Solstice
traditions and decorations were boughs of holly. Think of the popular Christmas carol "deck the halls with
boughs of holly Many Christmas wreaths today are made out of holly or made to imitate holly with its bright
green, spiky leaves and flamboyantly red berries. But what about the circular structure of the Christmas
wreath? Where did that idea come from? Golden wreaths or coronas were worn only by royalty and to
commemorate the Roman gods. The idea of the Christmas wreath being a circle is a powerful symbol that
represents many different things, depending on the seasonal holiday you celebrate. If you indeed celebrate
Christmas as the birthday of Christ, then the Christmas wreath is said to represent the preparation of the
coming of Christ. If you are a Pagan and celebrate Yule, then the Christmas wreath might represent the idea of
eternity or divinity. The Christmas wreaths were said to have been constructed of evergreen branches,
symbolizing the life of the earth that never truly dies despite the blistery winter winds and chills. Throughout
the centuries and in many different cultures all over the world the wreath has been used as a costume piece as
a headdress and also to decorate homes and buildings for the winter season and festivities. Since America and
Europe have been Christianized, the wreath has become a symbol widely associated with the Christmas
season. Think about what the circle means to you and your family, and decorate your Christmas wreath with
symbols of love and life. Decorate your Christmas wreath with representations of this past year and the hope
of what the new year brings.
Chapter 5 : About Your Privacy on this Site
This collection of crafted wreaths is a simple way to add a festive touch to your entryway or window. Classic Colors:
Paint select leaves of a magnolia wreath red, white, and green. Once dry.

Chapter 6 : 30+ of the Best DIY Christmas Wreath Ideas - Kitchen Fun With My 3 Sons
We gathered up over 30 of the BEST DIY Christmas Wreath Ideas to share with you today! These ideas are easy to
make and a beautiful way to decorate your front door for the Holidays. These ideas are easy to make and a beautiful
way to decorate your front door for the Holidays.

Chapter 7 : Wreath - Wikipedia
Christmas Country Wreath - Winter Red and White Wreath - Country Wreath for Door This wreath is designed on a
grapevine base with snow flocked branches, pine, and red berries.

Chapter 8 : Fresh Christmas Wreaths, Centerpieces & Holiday Garland | Lynch Creek Farm
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are fresh christmas wreaths for you? Potential customers who have never actually seen one of our fresh holiday wreaths
might find it helpful to know that the entire process of creating, decorating and shipping each fresh Christmas wreath is
performed on our farm, thus enabling us to perform quality inspections from start to finish.

Chapter 9 : How To Make a Traditional Christmas Wreath - FYNES DESIGNS | FYNES DESIGNS
Shop artificial christmas wreaths in the christmas wreaths & garland section of calendrierdelascience.com Find quality
artificial christmas wreaths online or in store.
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